The Netherlands 10th to 17th JUNE 2015
Wednesday 10th June
So after months of careful planning* we have at last touched down in the Netherlands, well
Schiphol airport to be exact, the we being Alan H and Jan, Alan C and Jean, Colin and Audrey,
David C and Sue, David D and Pat , David G, Neil, Nick, Peter and Karen.

Where Gerald (originally from Sheffield but living in the Netherlands the past
39 years),* the guy who has spent the previous months in careful planning
on our behalf, our organiser par excellence, is waiting with a coach to take us
to our Hotel in Utrecht. The week ahead as we are to find out will be full of
new sights, sounds and surprises.

We just have time to unpack and settle in then it’s off on the local bus to the Hoge Catharijne
Centre for dinner at the Hagenouw Restaurant where Arnold (Bagman) and Maarten (Squire) of
Utrecht Morris join us.

Arnold then leads us on a walking tour of old town Utrecht which includes the many delights of
the towns bars and cafes, was it 27 beers on tap or whiskeys?

Thursday
By double-decker main line train to Amsterdam, where Gerald introduces Ralph (originally from
Barnsley but has been resident in and around Amsterdam for the past 40+
years) who is to be our additional guide for the day. From the station to the
Rederij Plas for a canal cruise through and around the City Centre where we
see leaning houses, narrow houses, old forts, new museums, the largest
floating Chinese restaurant outside of China, river boats and cruise liners

Back on dry land it must be coffee and cake time (this is to become a very pleasant feature of our
stay in the Netherlands) this morning in the former stock exchange building.

Then on to Our Lord in the Attic: a fascinating Dutch house in its original state (1660s) with a
hidden church on the top floor.

After this a walk through Amsterdam to Dam Square and the war memorial then to lunch in the
old orphanage (1580s) a benevolent institution that only closed in the 1960s, Ralph has a friend
who actually was brought up there.

After lunch we continue along the main sights to finish in the Rembrandtple where there is a life
size representation of Rembrandts Night Watch but we are unable to get near as there are
rehearsals taking place for the evening’s concert.

Then it’s in to the Cafe L’Opera for coffee and cake.
We then do our own thing until dinner - whether to revisit the well marked out red light district or
to visit more “cultural” aspects of the city.
After this it was goodbye to Ralph, with many thanks for his time and fascinating insights into
Amsterdam, and back on the train to Utrecht.

Friday
Our first day of dance and the weather turned very hot. Out of the hotel and on to the coach, first
to Naarden a beautiful old fortress town, the outer fortified walls laid out in the shape of a star
and surrounded by the sea / moats.

We danced outside the church, much to the delight of the local school children and teachers who
were visiting the church that morning. The news photographers were there and pictures appeared
in next morning’s Gooieneemlander.

After this it was coffee and cake time.
On now to Laren another beautiful village with hat and sunglasses shops especially for David G
and a pleasant walk to the central library courtyard where our audience were waiting.

After dancing, lunch in the library and time to recuperate and have a large beer.

Back on the coach to this time to Spakenburg a former Zuiderzee fishing village which is on the
Spuiplein (sluice plain) and dancing in the very large village square surrounded by cafes and bars
where the TV reporter caught up with us and videoed our performance and conducted interviews.

After much needed refreshment of the alcoholic kind for most of us, unfortunately cider being
hard to come by, Colin had to make do with other stuff; it was back on the coach.

To our last stop of the day at Amersfoort where coffee and cake awaited in the cafe on the edge
of the Eemplein square, after being introduced as the prelude to the opening of the jazz festival
which was taking place that week, at least that’s what I thought was said, we danced in front of
our largest crowd of the day.

It has to be said that in all four villages, the audiences were welcoming, friendly, appreciative and
very willing to join in Bonny Green.
After all this excitement there was time for a short guided walk through the historic centre of
Amersfoort or time as some of us realised to find a lovely little micro brewery and have a few
more drinks.

Then it was back on the coach to Utrecht for R and R.
Our Squire having made notes and kept a count, says we danced 26 dances throughout the day
but has made no mention of the number of beers we drank.
A special extra thanks to Gerald for finding, with some guidance from Utrecht Morris, these
villages and the dance spots, arranging the publicity, posters and flyers and being our constant
Dutch interpreter and introducer.

Saturday
Our second day of dance this time in and around the centre of old Utrecht and we are in the
capable and very friendly hands of Utrecht Morris.

We arrive at Janskerkhof our first dance spot and are welcomed by Arnold and Maartin and
introduced to the rest of Utrecht Morris. The first spot is at the side of a flower market, must be
so that our Squire can “adorn” his hat with fresh flowers and Neil can compare foliage (the Hotel
will probably have no need of a gardener for maybe two weeks after certain of our side decorated
their hats and pruned the bushes at the same time).

After refreshment at the Cafe Hofman we carry on our walking tour of old Utrecht along Lange
Jansstraat to Neude Square to dance outside Cafe De Beurs.

Then down Schoutenstraat to lunch at the Cafe de Zaak which was a great bring your own food
bar, fresh sandwiches, made with bread still warm from the oven, being provided by Utrecht
Morris.
After feeling suitably refreshed we walk alongside the canal to our boat for a canal cruise around
old town Utrecht which gives everyone a very different perspective of the city. Just to make sure
we didn’t go thirsty being surrounded by all that water, drinks of the alcoholic nature were
provided.

Having finished our grand tour, a walk along the canal to the Cafe de Morgenster on Geertestraat
where our Squire tried the local beer (only 7% strong) and dancing on the bridge over the
Oudegracht canal. We also managed an eight man Vandals with 4 Utrecht Morris joining us.

Then along the Springweg past the Utrecht Conservatorium to dance in Mariaplaats a lovely tree
lined square already being prepared for start of the Tour de France on the 4 th of July.

From there along Zadelstraat over Maartensbrug around Domtoren to Restaurant Walden and
what will always be known as the windy corner where we danced a very tightly knit Broad Cupid
just to keep warm and out of the wind and Colin danced a jig with two helpers to keep the hats in
place.

Then to complete our day of dance back to the Cafe de Zaak to be joined by a very happy hen
party for our last Bonny Green.

The day ended in Humphreys Restaurant, underneath the old town hall,

for a splendid meal, much drinking and the presentation of an engraved salver from Harthill
Morris to Utrecht Morris, mercifully short speeches by both Squires then some singing and our
final farewell and thanks to Utrecht Morris for a splendid relaxed day of dance around the old
town.

Sunday
We are off to see the Zuiderzee!
First on the train to Amsterdam then a quick change of trains for the journey to Hoorn. Once there
it’s over the bridge and we go back years to the age of steam as we are bound to Medemblik
aboard the steam tram.

But first a chance for David C. and everyone else to look at the locomotives and the workshop,
once on the train we are served coffee and cake this time a local speciality sticky bun.

In Medemblik off to a working bakery museum where we are shown the art of biscuit making
using intricately carved wooden moulds and how to burn the cakes when you forget to set the
timer.

From there to our boat the” Friesland” for the trip on the former Zuiderzee to the
Zuiderzeemuseum, founded in 1948 it is an open air museum (really a village made up of original
houses, church, schoolrooms, butchers, bakers, apothecary etc) which shows how people used to
live and work around the Zuiderzee between 1880 and 1930 prior to the completion of the
Ijsselmeer Dam in 1932.

After exploring the village a short boat journey round to Enkhuizen harbour and dinner in one of
the quay side restaurants.

Monday

On the train to The Hague where we meet Roel, another friend of Gerald’s, who is to be our guide

for the day.
First on the tram to the Peace Palace

then a short walk through the diplomatic area, past the British Embassy, to the Panorama Mesdag
which both Gerald and Roel called a unique experience and where our Squire wondered who had
been playing with his mind and why hadn’t he got the right lens for his camera.

It is difficult to explain but here goes: - It is a 360 degree painting by Mesdag which is 14 metres
high and 40 metres in diameter, from an observation gallery in the centre of the room the
perspective creates the illusion that the you are on a high sand duneoverlooking the sea, beaches
and village of Scheveningen, the 3D effect is truly amazing

After this the coffee and cake were really needed.
Then once more out and about taking in the Royal Palace, the comings and goings of foreign
diplomats, lunch which because of the weather was Al Fresco, the Dutch Houses of Parliament,
the supreme Court, the Hotel Des Indies, the Guildhalls all superbly explained by Roel.
Then the tram to Madurodam which is a miniature park with replicas of famous dutch
landmarks, historical cities and large developments all beautifully detailed and in some cases
working examples.

Our thanks to Roel for bringing everything to life and in only a few short hours showing us the
sights of The Hague.

Tuesday
On the coach to the Hoge Veluwe National Park this is to be a nice relaxed day out in the country.
We begin in the Kroller- Muller museum which is set in one of Europe’s largest sculpture gardens.
The museum has a new exhibition about Vincent Van Gogh, tracing his life’s work from early
charcoal and black pencil drawings to the sunflowers as well as works by the artists who
influenced him and who were influenced by him.
After coffee and cake out into the sculpture garden with works by Barbara Hepworth, Henry
Moore and Auguste Rodin among many others.
Lunch in the Restaurant De Koperen Kop and then it was either make use of the free bicycles
waiting opposite the museum to explore the park (Neil came back and said he had cycled over 30
kilometres most of it uphill) or visit the Museonder where you go underground and find out how
the land was shaped

or just chill out with coffee and cake.
Back then on the coach to Utrecht for the final group dinner at the Resturant Blij

where after yet another excellent meal ,a small presentation gift of a sommelier box with opener,
stopper, collar, pourer along with a bottle of wine and glasses but minus a thermometer (Don’t
Ask) was made to Gerald with our heartfelt thanks for a superb week and again with thankfully
very short speeches .

Wednesday
Into the old centre of Utrecht and after a short walk, to the Speelkok Museum where our guide is
waiting to take us round on a musical tour of pianolas, barrel organs, street organs (need a bit
more muscle power Peter the tempo was up and down like a yo yo)

to a Violina, a beautifully crafted and automated combination piano and violins – three violins, a
circular bow and mechanical stops on the neck - just one more thing that needs to be seen and
heard.

The final challenge was a bicycle powered street organ which Alan C. was volunteered to ride by
everyone around.

After this, much needed coffee and cake then all aboard the coach to the Airport.
Final farewells and thanks to Gerald for a superb week and then on the plane back to the UK.

